CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION*

*(the cost is inclusive of VAT 20%)*

**DELEGATE PARTICIPATION – 600 EUR per a person**

1. Providing access in the "Delegate" format to the online broadcast of all the Conference events in accordance with the Program;
2. Russian Russian-English/English-Russian translation services for the Conference events (if necessary, according to the Program);
3. Provision of information materials on the Program and key speakers of the Conference in electronic form;
4. Participation in discussions and sessions and direct communication with speakers and moderators in the question-answer format at the "discussion zone" in the Conference chat;
5. Possibility to participate in the Conference from anywhere in the world where there is an Internet connection;
6. Information and technical support during preparation and holding the Conference events.
7. Provision of reports and presentations upon the Conference in electronic form;

**SPEAKER PARTICIPATION – 880 EUR per a person**

1. Providing exclusive access in the "Speaker" format to the online broadcast of all the Conference events in accordance with the Program;
2. Russian Russian-English/English-Russian translation services for the Conference events (if necessary, according to the Program);
3. Provision of information materials on the Program and key speakers of the Conference in electronic form;
4. Possibility to participate with a speech / presentation within the Program with the speaker displayed online on the main screen of the Conference (by prior agreement with the Organizers);
5. Participation in discussions and sessions and direct communication with speakers and moderators in the question-answer format at the "discussion zone" in the Conference chat;
6. Possibility to participate in the Conference from anywhere in the world where there is an Internet connection;
7. Information and technical support during the preparation and holding the Conference events.
8. Provision of reports and presentations upon the Conference in electronic form;

**Registration of participation**

Payment for the participation has to be made by non-cash payment according the invoice issued by the Organizer in amount of 100% during 15 calendar days from the date of the invoice set but **not later than May 15, 2020**. All charges to payments are made by the Participant.

The Organizer’s obligations arise from the receipt of 100% advance payment for the package(s) of participation made by the Participant to the Organizer's account in compliance with the terms and requirements of the Organizer for timely registration of participation.

In case of refusal to participate in the Conference, the Organizer does not return to the Participant previously retention money. It is recognized by the Parties as the compensation of the costs incurred in preparation for the Conference.